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辗旅军淬 · 鬮莪埔吧唯 · 鹆社垧
1756 尿 1 弦 27 谓扌扮烤检抵瘕旅镖谨
1791 尿 12 弦 5 谓龐扮烤检抵殓白楝

C 均聰謇ê而次镑瓜掀ь懈镖эK. 425
謇ǔ巴濑 姓邪 倢 侄怔嗨旗邪
謇板巴濑 洳旗嗨酹邪
謇ê巴濑 驴娱瞑掀

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Born January 27, 1756, Salzburg, Austria
Died December 5, 1791, Vienna, Austria

謇冀巴濑 黔邪

C 均聰謇板而ǔ軸萱罚看掀 K. 467
謇ǔ巴濑 宁氨嗨旗邪
謇板巴濑 酹邪
謇ê巴濑 斜侄怔嗨旗邪

C 均聰謇冀而ǔ镑瓜掀ь湘牛垧эK. 551

Symphony No. 36 in C major, K. 425, Linz
I. Adagio - Allegro spiritoso
II. Andante con moto
III. Menuetto
IV. Presto

謇ǔ巴濑 侄怔嗨旗邪

Piano Concerto No. 21 in C major, K. 467

謇板巴濑 克余嗨酹邪

I. Allegro maestoso

謇ê巴濑 驴娱瞑掀
謇冀巴濑 榫掀倸尬旗邪

II. Andante
III. Allegro vivace assai

Symphony No. 41 in C major, K. 551, Jupiter
I. Allegro vivace
II. Andante cantabile
III. Menuetto: allegretto
IV. Finale: Molto allegro
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財歧均穆瀾篡暑漱ф軸萱芫看鞍脶倠绅演铽末镑瓜巴济底祷浦跤嗨 C 均聰阿硷
樺巴编倠迸ǔ飕斡雹箭猎ф友泞楱正嗨樺寮未懣难覿擅笔伎第 18 哎椁 80 尿泵倠
廟而尿髂熬鹆社垧笛波扌主胺嗨ｙ㎞頑稳泵ｚх廟柄樺巴寞宝衔煎狯狯冀菌叭
瘁措滦鞭觊友冉ф巴仟案硫嗨ь懈镖э镑瓜掀 (1783)倠难岷肿賕培嗨驪智蓰袄х
謇板而ǔ軸萱罚看掀 (1785) 梧鹆社垧闲廣囝阜嗨軸萱罚看掀倠粗克研滨镊ф
余钓功斧聰畎嗨謇板巴濑酹邪倠煎鞍按哎椁父存有迸泽抢嗨篋懂导胺鏊陛瘁浦倠
煎蒗簇揶漂ь钭蛄势 · 亚窬选э胺蛆钛颇阜ｙ钭蛄势 · 亚窬选ｚ罚看掀х镑瓜
掀啡盧叭波ь湘牛垧э(1788) 樯胁叭廖均蛆钛倠巴仟叭具袄冫诰倠朵抻扶暌
鳶陛阃叭阃湘牛垧阜倠涪誕霖眄阜披х

C 均聰謇ê而次镑瓜掀
ь懈镖эK. 425
笛波扮 1783 尿

社垧军肯第烤检抵謇ê均窖木懈镖

C 均聰謇板而ǔ軸萱罚看掀 K. 467
笛波扮 1875 尿

收燦家鞘 - 綾鞘萎建表垩х鹆社垧

缙绳鹆社垧 D 驴聰謇板而軸萱罚

嗨羚查胺擯録倠被紿龅熬搬狯狯冀

看掀祷哎碑碑ǔ按弦父倠波掀羚笛

菌父傲酹嗨樺巴编倠ｙ迸叨墀嗨噴

波搬颅匮看龅曾斜頦嗨 C 均聰謇

哦襪惟笛波ǔ腎镑瓜掀ｚх仑孱稳

板而ǔ軸萱罚看掀倠阪刖倠鞍掀嗨

C 均聰謇冀而ǔ镑瓜掀
ь湘牛垧эK. 551
笛波扮 1788 尿

獁缙腦倠词掀方漳嫌毖并备操叭扰倹

樺巴寵扎ǹ泅扰醴錨捎阪 付倠奠

帑疯倠廟鋃巴仟惟脛嗨镑瓜效波倠

熬搬腋蔬ь湘牛垧э镑瓜掀叭镣觊

牖春亟泅檗燮逢倠刖父牖縟墊仔姓ф

梧鹆社垧笛波扌主胺鋃有迸肿賕培

蛆钛倠练牖ф巴厠宝工巴膩诞八湫

鞭觊克余倠醴斡鹆社垧颅罚看掀病

嗨辚熔嗨姓邪波熬謇ǔ巴濑咆妗х

仑搬饞农倸廖均蛆钛ф具袄冫诰ф

跤嗨笛波亩凇亳楱緡х粗胺闲癃阜

鹆社垧闲卷项嗨镑瓜掀啡盧叭波ф

嗨 F 均聰酹邪倠克研滨镊ф克付余

扶簇稳陷樺巴陕滦嗨貰蒙倠廟梆垧

钓功斧聰畎仔篮鞭觊倠粗泅扰醴錨

貴ǹｙ湘牛垧ｚｓｓ廟ǔ扶拿恚ǜ

叭状滇ф抖宝倠蹦波掀羚香宝笛波

阃缘嗨陛阃叭阃镣觊颅弄х鹆社垧

嗨功斧聰獅位这羡粗贄炫х

煎蕖薤橄袄嗨榫掀胺夢抻搬母知淳

ь懈镖э镑瓜掀扮 1783 尿 10 弦 31
谓绎溆祷哎倠劈谓倠惟澜 澳嗨鹆

會癣颅柄射这倠富樺巴叭垡母劑眍
丸х暑漱羚淳毒撓烤 · 鬮母倔囝鷄
粗熬ｙ巴仟螺夫瘧滅倠鳴猷 兵倠
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克付谇亳畎橄袄ｚх

PIANO CONCERTO NO. 21
IN C MAJOR, K. 467
C. 1785
SYMPHONY NO. 36
IN C MAJOR,
K. 425, LINZ
C. 1783
The Linz symphony came out of a trip of the
newly-wed Mozarts to Linz, Austria's third
largest city, where they visited Count ThunHohenstein's place on October 31, 1783.
Composed for a concert only four days later,
Mozart had to "writ[e] a new [symphony]

Amongst the most technically demanding of all Mozart concertos, Piano Concerto No.
21 in C was composed only a month after his No. 20 in D minor. A sharp contrast with
the emotional outbursts in his No. 20, the tranquil, elegant and cantabile Concerto No.
21 demonstrated Mozart's masterful command of the form. Best known of this work
is its dreamlike, arioso Andante in F, although there's no single aria of Mozart's that
encompasses such an extraordinary range of emotions or explores so fearlessly the
expressive world that lies beyond words.

SYMPHONY NO. 41 IN C MAJOR,
K. 551, JUPITER
C. 1788

at break-neck speed", as his family letters Scholars, critics and music lovers have searched in vain for the proper adjectives to
recounted. Nothing in the music, despite describe the perfection of the Jupiter Symphony: grand, exuberant, the ﬁnal, largest and
the time limit, suggested the haste of its most complex of Mozart symphonies, and a ﬁtting capstone of the Classical era. All the
conception. Instead, this grandly inventive above earned this symphony its nickname "Jupiter", the chief god of the ancient Greek
masterpiece witnessed the very first time pantheon. In its glorious ﬁnale, in particular, Mozart masterfully employed fugue-style
that the composer began a symphony with Baroque counterpoint, paying tribute to Bach. Conductor Claudio Abbado praised it as
a slow, Haydnesque introduction.

"ideas superimposed, bursting out, one after the other, like ﬁreworks".

In the dual role as conductor and pianist, Mo. Xu leads the SZSO on this journey in
the celebratory key of C major, taking us back to the "Golden Years" of Mozart ｓ
the 1780s, most proliﬁc decade in the giant's composing and performing career.
The inventive Linz Symphony in C major is a Haydnesque gem composed in only
four days. The best known of his 27 piano concertos, the No. 21 in C major earned
the nickname of Elvira Madigan when its lyrical arioso Andante movement amazed
the world as the theme song for the famous movie of the same name. Jupiter ,
God of all Roman God's, is a beﬁtting name for this last statement in C major of
stunningly grand scale and exuberant energy.
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財歧 暑漱値軸萱
財歧梧褒髂佳鬩巴件嗨胺佳軸萱羚工暑漱羚叭ǔ倠莸毖迸钚低肿这
镑瓜巴济樺巴嵌噼ф鋃脑暑漱倠壤均抵殓暌楝绢链余钓钯峰余钓浹
鋃脑暑漱倠 肿余钓浹浹尷倠铽末镑瓜巴济鋃脑暑漱倠铽末均练樺
巴练浹浹尷х1992 尿月癌扮这佳母㏑佳澌頦逅樺巴练浹倠穆钡这佳
軸萱均穆倔嬲伦淳 · 酒劑鹈倠捏煎巡建埔ф矮剥ф绣涪军唯藉逅佳
鬩軸萱粤積胺輯颇均扛х暑漱穆钡胺佳暑漱振往㎞物付袜怂倠余钓
暑漱穆钡壤均抵余钓巷奎嘧胫暌 · 势惊抵瘡х2012-2015 陷獁被事毖
壤均抵慣窪伦钓浹钫襄嵌噼工鋃脑暑漱倠陕熬嫌弗迸小謇ǔ柄祷毖
壤均抵癃阜钓浹騁贄脶冻嗨帮植樺巴羚х
倔尿小倠財歧ǔ帔迸暑漱羚工軸萱羚嗨ｙ鞍恤ｚ瀾币侄踐扮佳鬩巴件倠
ǹ財倔佳鬩ǔ趾巴济工均穆嫌悶钔可嗨赋波倠煎軸萱迸峰暑漱覿桔
绿粗梧余钓暑漱覿桔颇第搬釉植副均余钓浹迸峰佳鬩扶簇樺巴揲赐
編хｙ俑泅ф榧砭ф斜硫扰性懂ｚ倠廟梧倔尿小哎揲副检浪病颅財
歧嗨厠毙х被暑漱悶嗨镑瓜巴济遁蔬倸这佳佳羚镑瓜巴济ф窪旅佳
羚镑瓜巴济ф鹆唯泮佳羚镑瓜巴济фMDR 鹈粤謖柠屉镑瓜巴济ф壤
均抵暌鳶镑瓜巴济ф檉佳 KBS 镑瓜巴济ф胺佳巯巴巴济ф 肿镑瓜
巴济逅 , 捏ǹ唯钒势余钓浹ф奎伦唯蛋荡余钓浹ф獅裒嗤羚余钓浹ф
钵暌遍瘕办弦余钓浹ф韌 渡唯间钒暌余钓浹ф殓暌楝贾匹钓硷ф
母井暌韌抵井吧均钓浹ф蘅遍龃帮缗疱帮荸父钫襄余钓浹ф母㏑余
钓浹ф锢佳嗤羚余钓浹ф埔佳錨跨萎惊垧余钓浹ф槌棹均獅编余钓
浹ф慰頑馒余钓浹逅尷陷插熟缙琉赋波倠暑漱悶ь啊鲑эь百削鸚
据эь镢铟棵эь鬃概長宝эь臻龃嬲帮宝эь伸唯钒эь柴棵了
复抵钒эь脔侩扩эь護恫暌嗨澜慊эь靥蛰嗨皎葱宝эь舫舸э
ь葡宄嗨佳哦эь较鹈泮垧势эь钒嵐эь宝尕嗨踞樺эь菌借工
检苊эь鬮低嗅э逅余钓х
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2010 尿倠財歧稆碚捋这佳婉朵腎賧逢嗨这佳婉练钫襄鸚据镀濑х

As one of the most internationally renowned Chinese pianist and conductor in the world, XU Zhong is currently Music
Director and Chief Conductor of Israel Haifa Symphony Orchestra, Principal Director of Fondazione Arena di Verona, General
Director of Shanghai Opera House, Chief Conductor of Suzhou Symphony Orchestra and Dean of the Soochow University
School of Music. Between 2012 and 2015, he was Artistic Director and Chief Conductor of Teatro Massimo Bellini, being
the ﬁrst Asian artist to take up this place.
He graduated from Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris, under the direction of the famous French pianist
Dominique Merlet. As a conductor, he studied with Prof. Xiaotong Huang and Maestro Piero Rattalino. Between 2012 and 2015,
he was Music Director and Chief Conductor of Teatro Massimo Bellini, being the ﬁrst Asian artist to take up this place.
Over the years XU Zhong has been actively worked with many prestigious orchestras, including Orchestre National de
France, Orchestre National de Lille, Moscow State Symphony Orchestra, MDR Symphony Orchestra, Orchestra Sinfonica
di Roma, KBS Symphony Orchestra, China Philharmonic Orchestra, Shanghai Symphony Orchestra, etc. His talent in
conducting, in particular, has been acknowledged in the leading opera houses in Europe and worldwide: Teatro alla Scala,
Teatro La Fenice, Teatro Regio Torino, Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Teatro di San Carlo, Arena di Verona, Liceu Grand
Theatre, Palau de les Arts Reina Sofía, Opéra de Paris, Royal Opera House, Staatstheater Darmstadt, Metropolitan Opera
House, San Francisco Opera House, among many others. His repertoire includes I PAGLIACCI, CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA, LA
TRAVIATA, IL TROVATORE, LA BOHÈME, TOSCA, SUOR ANGELICA, LA CENERENTOLA, LE NOZZE DI FIGARO, DER FLIEGENDE
HOLLÄNDER, DIE FLEDERMAUS, DAS LAND DES LÄCHELNS, ELEKTRA, CARMEN, LA VOIX HUMAINE, ORPHÉE AUS ENFERS,
ALEKO, among others.
In 2010, XU Zhong was awarded the "Chevalier de L'ordre des Arts et des Lettres" by the Ministry of Culture and
Communication, France, for his contributions in classical music and cultural exchange.

XU ZHONG CONDUCTOR値PIANO
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